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Morse Serves as Counsel to KPM Analytics
in Acquisition of AI Developer Smart Vision
Works
March 15, 2023

Morse is pleased to announce KPM Analytics, a Union Park Capital portfolio company,

successfully acquired Smart Vision Works, a specialized artificial intelligence (AI) technology

company providing computer vision systems for agriculture and food industries. This merger

demonstrates KPM Analytics’ deep commitment to the food and agriculture industries.

KPM Analytics, a global leader in scientific instrumentation, focuses primarily on analyzing

critical parameters within the food, feed, agriculture, and environmental sectors. With a long

history of delivering advanced and reliable analysis solutions, KPM Analytics ensures product

quality and optimizes process efficiency. Their solutions are used in labs, at line, over line, and in

line providing rapid, precise, and repeatable analytical data that directly impacts business

results. By adding Smart Vision Works technology to its portfolio, KPM offers more options for

food quality analysis solutions.

Morse serves as outside general counsel to KPM Analytics.

Joseph Marrow, Peter Cifichiello and Ryan Whelpley served as lead counsel to KPM in

connection with the successful consummation of the transaction with support from Morse

specialists David Czarnecki, Matthew Mitchell, Faith Kasparian, Rebecca Alperin, Ryan Perry,

Amanda Thibodeau and Katelen Dunphy.

Additional details can be found here.

Morse focuses exclusively on the core legal services that businesses need to succeed, helping

businesses of all sizes — from startups to Fortune 1000 companies — in the service areas of

corporate, intellectual property, licensing, employment, taxation and litigation. Morse has a

vibrant M&A practice representing buyers and sellers in the low- to middle-market marketplace.
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